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Think about being a driver.  You can go about driving, following the rules of the road, keeping 

yourself from breaking the speed limit, not texting while driving, and actually using your turn 

signal to change lanes.  You’re a good driver if you do those things right?  But is that good 

enough?  What if in driving you weren’t just thinking about keeping the rules, but you were 

considering the other people around you.  That you drive not just seeking to follow the rules in 

order to keep from getting a ticket, but I’m going to drive in such a way that I will keep other 

drivers safe.  And to do so, it’s going to take me having a heart for the other people, not just 

myself.   

 

The last few weeks, as we have taken a deep dive into some of Jesus’ core teachings as found 

in Matthew’s Gospel, we keep hearing Jesus teach his disciples to reach for a higher standard.  

It’s like this: following Jesus is not just about doing the minimum – it’s about being open to a 

more true spiritual life.  We hear this again in today’s lesson – from Matthew 5 

 

Matthew 5:27-30 

“You have heard that it was said, ‘You shall not commit adultery.’[a] 28 But I tell you that anyone 

who looks at a woman lustfully has already committed adultery with her in his heart. 29 If your 

right eye causes you to stumble, gouge it out and throw it away. It is better for you to lose one 

part of your body than for your whole body to be thrown into hell. 30 And if your right hand 

causes you to stumble, cut it off and throw it away. It is better for you to lose one part of your 

body than for your whole body to go into hell. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Jesus once again reaches into the Jewish tradition and holds up a standard of behavior for his 

disciples to examine.  In this case – adultery.   

 

Now adultery is serious; it poses a serious threat.  It destroys trust.  It can end commitments 

and destabilize families and even the broader community. 

 

But here again, for Jesus, it’s not just about refraining from a certain behavior….he sets a higher 

standard that: “if you even look with lust”….the deed is as good as done and the relationship is 

damaged. 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Matthew+5%3A27-30&version=NIV#fen-NIV-23262a


 

And then he paints a picture of how serious he is about examining your heart….that whatever 

might cause you to sin – whether it is lust which can lead to adultery 

or greed that can lead to stinginess 

or envy that can lead to gossip 

or spite that can lead to harm 

or coveting that can lead to theft 

or bias that can lead to injustice 

or prejudice that can lead to racism 

rid yourself of that. 

 

And he uses some grim illustrations about how serious he is about ridding ourselves of that: 

gouging out an eye or cutting off a hand. 

 

Now I’m pretty sure Jesus doesn’t mean for us to take this literally….otherwise, all of us would 

be going around as self-imposed blind paraplegics.  All of us.   

 

But I am quite sure that Jesus is serious about each one of us doing a self-examination of the 

heart. 

 

We have learned that in the Hebrew and Greek traditions – the understanding of the 

heart is the place of our desires and attitudes – the very center of our being.   

This is what Jesus calls us to take a close look at and see what is there that can lead us 

to break community, break relationships, break others, break ourselves. 

 

But who really wants to do that?   

I really don’t like to look at my faults.  I don’t like admitting to myself where I’m wrong.  What if 

we just skip it, ignore it and just keep to the surface rules? 

 

The writer of the 32nd psalm must have thought that was a possibility: ignoring it.  He wrote, 

“when I kept silent”  what he means is “when I was silent from confessing my sin”  “when I was 

silent from dealing with the deep matters of my heart”    

 

And he goes on to say that when we ignore the broken condition of our hearts – it is no walk in 

the park….it’s painful. 

 



A particular experience in my life stands out as an example of how this is true. 

 Perhaps I have shared this story….I can’t remember…. 

 It was when I was a young adult missionary…. 

And I didn’t see the condition of my heart’s pride…whether I was ignoring it or simply not 

paying attention, my heart had become self-congratulatory like I was the source of the 

goodness in me.   

And I found a heavy hand upon me.   

I did devotions, but had no feeling of God’s love.   

I prayed, but it felt empty and echoy.  

My spiritual strength was sapped and tapped out.   

 

As the psalmist wrote:   

When I kept silent, my bones wasted away through my groaning all day long. 
4 For day and night your hand was heavy on me; my strength was sapped as in the heat of 

summer. 

 

But then I experienced the next truth that the psalmist experienced:   
5 Then I acknowledged my sin to you and did not cover up my iniquity. 

I said, “I will confess my transgressions to the LORD.” 

And you forgave the guilt of my sin. 

 

I remember sitting by myself on a beach realizing what had become of my heart and when I 

confessed it – it was like I’d lost this heavy weight from my shoulders.  It was forgiveness that I 

experienced.   

 

And we need to remember that when we think about living out Jesus’ teaching of doing this 

deep and serious examination of the heart. 

Jesus had said that doing the hard work of acknowledging and dealing with our sin is so 

much better than what happens with the alternative…experiencing life without God - 

hell. 

 

Conversely, doing the hard word of examining our hearts and acknowledging our sin brings 

the experience of forgiveness – which is an experience of heaven.   

 

Going deeper than just living by the surface rules 

 it offers us something more than the satisfaction of living by the rules 



 it offers us eternal life. 

 

Let’s pray: 

Lord Jesus, you call us to take an honest and clear look within our own selves.  Give us courage 

to do that.  Help us to be honest with ourselves.  Give us eyes to see what you see.  And free us 

from what holds us back from experiencing your kingdom on earth as it is in heaven.  Amen. 

 

One final note – 

 There is a spiritual discipline that helps us to do the tough work Jesus calls us to do.  It’s 

called the prayer of examen. 

  

 


